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Abstra t

We des ribe an ef ient de entralized monitoring algorithm that monitors a distributed program's exe ution to
he k for violations of safety properties. The monitoring
is based on formulae written in PT-DTL, a variant of past
time linear temporal logi that we dene. PT-DTL is suitable for expressing temporal properties of distributed systems. Spe i ally, the formulae of PT-DTL are relative to
a parti ular pro ess and are interpreted over a proje tion
of the tra e of global states that represents what that proess is aware of. A formula relative to one pro ess may refer
to other pro esses' lo al states through remote expressions
and remote formulae. In order to orre tly evaluate remote
expressions, we introdu e the notion of K NOWLEDGE V EC TOR and provide an algorithm whi h keeps a pro ess aware
of other pro esses' lo al states that an affe t the validity of
a monitored PT-DTL formula. Both the logi and the monitoring algorithm are illustrated through a number of examples. Finally, we des ribe our implementation of the algorithm in a tool alled D I A NA.
1.

Introdu tion

Software errors from a number of different problems
su h as in orre t or in omplete spe i ations, oding errors, and faults and failures in the hardware, operating system or network. Model he king is an important te hnology
whi h is nding in reasing use as a means of redu ing software errors. Unfortunately, despite impressive re ent advan es, the size of systems for whi h model he king is
feasible remains rather limited. This weakness is parti ularly riti al in the ontext of distributed systems: on urren y and asyn hrony results in inherent non-determinism
that signi antly in reases the number of states to be analyzed. As a result, most system builders must ontinue to
use testing to identify bugs in their implementations.
There are two problems with software testing. First, testing is generally done in an ad ho manner: the software developer must hand translate the requirements into spe i
dynami he ks on the program state. Se ond, test overage
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is often rather limited, overing only some exe ution paths.
To mitigate the rst problem, software often in ludes dynami he ks on a system's state in order to identify problems at run-time. Re ently, there has been some interest in
run-time monitoring te hniques whi h provide a little more
rigor in testing. In this approa h, monitors are automatially synthesized from a formal spe i ation. These monitors may then be deployed off-line for debugging or on-line
for dynami ally he king that safety properties are not being violated during system exe ution.
In this paper, we argue that distributed systems may
be effe tively monitored at runtime against formally spe ied safety requirements. By effe tive monitoring, we mean
not only linear ef ien y, but also de entralized monitoring where few or no additional messages need to be passed
for monitoring purposes. We introdu e an epistemi temporal logi for distributed knowledge. We illustrate the expressiveness of this logi by means of some simple examples. We then show how ef ient distributed monitors
may be synthesized from the spe ied requirements. Finally, we des ribe a distributed systems appli ation development framework, alled D I A NA. To use D I A NA, a user
must provide an appli ation together with the formal safety
properties that she wants monitored. D I A NA automati ally
synthesizes ode for monitoring the spe ied requirements
and weaves appropriate instrumentation ode into the given
appli ation. The ar hite ture of D I A NA is illustrated in Figure 1.
The work presented in this paper was stimulated by the
observation that in many distributed systems, su h as wireless sensor networks, it is quite impra ti al to monitor requirements expressed in lassi al temporal logi s. For example, onsider a system of mobile nodes in whi h one mobile node may request a ertain value from another mobile
node. On re eiving the request, the se ond node omputes
the value and returns it. An important requirement in su h
a system is that no node re eives a reply from a node to
whi h it has not previously issued a request. It is easy to
see that Linear Temporal Logi (LTL) would not be a pra ti al spe i ation language for any reasonably sized olle -
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We introdu e remote expressions in PT-DTL to represent values whi h are fun tions depending on the state of
a remote pro ess. For example, a pro ess may monitor the
property: if my alarm has been set then it must be the ase
that the differen e between my temperature and the temperature at pro ess b ex eeded the allowed value. This is expressed as:
alarm → 
· ((myT emp − @b otherT emp) > allowed)

Here @b otherT emp is a remote expression that is subtra ted from the lo al value of myT emp.
An example of a safety property that may be useful in the
ontext of an airplane software is: if my airplane is landing then the runway allo ated by the airport mat hes the one
that I am planning to use. This property may be expressed
in PT-DTL as follows:
landing → (runway = (@airport allocRunway))
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Figure 1. The Ar hite
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tion of nodes. To use LTL, we would need to olle t onsistent snapshots of the global system; a monitor would then
he k the snapshots for possible violations of the property
by onsidering all possible interleavings of events that are
allowed by the distributed omputation. In a system of thousands of nodes, olle ting su h a global snapshot would be
prohibitive. Moreover, the number of possible interleavings
to be onsidered would be large even if powerful te hniques
su h as partial order redu tion are used.
To address the above dif ulty, we dene past-time distributed temporal logi (PT-DTL). Using PT-DTL, one an
he k a property su h as the one above by having a lo al
monitor on ea h node. For example, node a monitors if a
has re eived a value then it must be the ase that previously
in the past at b the following held: b has omputed the value
and at a a request was made for that value in the past. This
is pre isely and on isely expressed by the PT-DTL formula:
receivedV alue →
· (computedV alue ∧ @a (
· requestedV alue)))
@b (

Note that we read @ as at, @b F is the value of F in
the most re ent lo al state of b that the urrent pro ess is
aware of, and · denotes the formula was true sometime in
the past. Monitoring the above formula involves sending no
additional messages  it involves inserting only a few bits
of information whi h are piggyba ked on the messages that
are already being passed in the omputation. This ef ien y
provides a substantial improvement over what is required to
monitor formulas written in lassi al LTL.

Many resear hers have proposed temporal logi s to reason about distributed systems. Most of these logi s are inspired by the lassi work of Aumann [5℄ and Halpern et al.
[7℄ on knowledge in distributed systems. Meenakshi et al.
dene a knowledge temporal logi interpreted over a message sequen e harts in a distributed system [16℄ and develop methods for model he king formulae in this logi .
Our ommuni ation primitive was in part inspired by this
work, but we allow arbitrary expressions and atomi propositions over expressions in their logi .
Another losely related work is that of Pen zek [17,
18℄ whi h denes a temporal logi of ausal knowledge.
Knowledge operators are provided to reason about the lo al
history of a pro ess, as well as about the knowledge it a quires from other pro esses. However, in order to keep the
omplexity of model he king tra table, Pen zek does not
allow the nesting of ausal knowledge operators. Interestingly, the nesting of ausal knowledge operators does not
add any omplexity to our algorithm for monitoring.
Leu ker investigates linear temporal logi interpreted
over restri ted labeled partial orders alled Mazurkiewi z
tra es [12℄. An overview of distributed linear time temporal logi s based on Mazurkiewi z tra es is given by Thiagaranjan et al. in [22℄. Alur et al. [4℄ introdu e a temporal logi of ausality (TLC) whi h is interpreted over ausal
stru tures orresponding to partial order exe utions of a distributed system. They use both past and future time operators and give a model he king algorithm for the logi .
In re ent years, there has been onsiderable interest in
runtime veri ation [1℄. Havelund et al. [10℄ give algorithms for synthesizing ef ient monitors for safety properties. Sen et al. [20℄ develop te hniques for runtime safety
analysis for multithreaded programs and introdu e the tool
JMPA X. Some other runtime veri ation systems in lude
JPaX from NASA Ames [9℄ and UPENN's Ma [11℄.

We an think of at least three major ontributions of the
work presented in this paper. First, we dene a simple but
expressive logi to spe ify safety properties in distributed
systems. Se ond, we provide an algorithm to synthesize deentralized monitors for safety properties that are expressed
in the logi . Finally, we des ribe the implementation of a
tool (D I A NA) that is based on this te hnique. The tool is
publi ly available for download.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2
and Se tion 3 give the preliminaries. Se tion 4 introdu es
PT-DTL. In Se tion 5 we des ribe the algorithm that underlies our implementation. Se tion 6 briey des ribes the implementation along with initial experimentation.
2.

Distributed Systems

A distributed system is a olle tion of n pro esses or a tors (p1 , . . . , pn ), ea h with its own lo al state. The lo al
state of a pro ess is given by the values bound to its variables. Note that there are no global or shared variables. Proesses ommuni ate with other using asyn hronous messages whose order of arrival is indeterminate. The omputation of ea h pro ess is abstra tly modeled by a set of events,
and a distributed omputation is spe ied by a partial order
≺ on the events. There are three types of events:
1. internal events hange the lo al state of a pro ess;
2. send events ause a pro ess to send a message; and
3. re eive events o ur when a message is re eived by a
pro ess.
Let ESi denote the set of events of pro ess pi and let E denote i Ei . Now, l ⊆ E × E is dened as follows:
1. e l e′ if e and e′ are events of the same pro ess and e
happens immediately before e′ ,
2. e l e′ if e is the send event of a message at some proess and e′ is the orresponding re eive event of the
message at the re ipient pro ess.
The partial order ≺ is the transitive losure of the relation
l. This partial order aptures the ausality relation between
events. The stru ture des ribed by C = (E, ≺) is alled
a distributed omputation and we assume an arbitrary but
given distributed omputation C . Further, 4 is the reexive
and transitive losure of l. In Fig. 2, e11 ≺ e23 , e12 ≺ e23 ,
and e11 l e23 . However, e12 6 le23 .
def
For e ∈ E , we dene ↓e = {e′ | e′ 4 e}, that is, ↓e
is the set of events that ausally pre ede e. For e ∈ Ei , we
an think of ↓e as the lo al state of pi when the event e has
just o urred. This state ontains the history of events of all
pro esses that ausally pre ede e.
We extend the denition of l, ≺ and 4 to lo al states
su h that ↓e l ↓e′ iff e l e′ , ↓e ≺ ↓e′ iff e ≺ e′ , and ↓e 4
↓e′ iff e 4 e′ . We denote the set of lo al states of a pro ess
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Figure 2. Sample Distributed Computation

def
def S
pi by LSi = {↓e | e ∈ Ei } and let LS = i LSi . We
′ ′′
use the symbols si , si , si , . . . to represent the lo al states of
pro ess pi . We also assume that the lo al state si of ea h
pro ess pi asso iates values to some lo al variables Vi , and
that si (v) denotes the value of a variable v ∈ Vi in the lo al
state si at pro ess pi .
We use the notation causal j (si ) to refer to the latest state
of pro ess pj that the pro ess pi knows while in state si .
Formally, if causal j (si ) = sj then sj ∈ LSj and sj 4 si
and for all s′j ∈ LSj if s′j 4 si then s′j 4 sj . For example, in Figure 2 causal 1 (↓e23 ) = ↓e12 . Note that if i = j
then causal j (si ) = si .

3.

Past Time Linear Temporal Logi (

PT-LTL)

Past-time Linear Temporal Logi (PT-LTL) [13, 14℄ has
been used in [10, 11, 20℄ to express, monitor and predi t violations of safety properties of software systems. The syntax of PT-LTL is as follows:
F ::= true | false | a ∈ A | ¬F | F op F
| ⊙F | · F | F | F S F



propositional
temporal

where op are standard binary operators, ∧, ∨, →, and ↔.
⊙F should be read as previously, 
· F as eventually in
the past, F as always in the past, F1 SF2 as F1 sin e
F2 .

The logi is interpreted on a nite sequen e of states or
a run. If ρ = s1 s2 . . . sn is a run then we let ρi denote the
prex run s1 s2 . . . si for ea h 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The semanti s of
the different operators is given in Table 1.
For example, the formula ((action ∧ ⊙¬action ) →
(¬stop S start)) states that whenever a tion starts to be
true, it is the ase that start was true at some point in the
past and sin e then stop was never true: in other words, the
a tion is taken only while the system is a tive.
Noti e that the semanti s of previously is given as if
the tra e is unbounded in the past and stationary in the rst
event. In runtime monitoring, we start the pro ess of monitoring from the point that the rst event is generated and we
ontinue monitoring for as long as events are generated.

ρ |= true
ρ 6|= false
ρ |= a
ρ |= ¬F
ρ |= F1 op F2
ρ |= ⊙F
ρ |= 
·F
ρ |= F
ρ |= F1 S F2

for all ρ,
for all ρ,
iff a holds in the state sn ,
iff ρ 6|= F ,
iff ρ |= F1 and/or/implies/iff ρ |= F2 , when op is ∧/ ∨ / → / ↔,
iff ρ′ |= F , where ρ′ = ρn−1 if n > 1 and ρ′ = ρ if n = 1,
iff ρi |= F for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
iff ρi |= F for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
iff ρj |= F2 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n and ρi |= F1 for all j < i ≤ n,
Table 1. Semanti

Although PT-LTL is interpreted over a linear exe ution
tra e, in distributed systems a omputation is a partial order whi h may have several possible linearizations. Therefore, monitoring a distributed omputation requires monitoring all possible linear tra es that may be obtained from a
partial order. Unfortunately, the number of linearizations of
a partial order may be exponential in the length of the omputation and thus monitoring PT-LTL formula may be intra table. A major ontribution of this paper is to extend PTLTL so that we an reason about a distributed property using only lo al monitoring. We des ribe this extension next.
4.

Past Time Distributed Temporal Logi

Although PT-LTL works well for a single pro ess, on e
we have more pro esses intera ting with ea h other we need
to reason about the state of remote pro esses. Sin e pra ti al distributed systems are usually asyn hronous and the
absolute global state of the system is not available to proesses, the best thing that ea h pro ess an do it to reason
about the global state that it is is aware of.
We dene Past-Time Distributed Temporal Logi (PTDTL) by extending PT-LTL to express safety properties of
distributed message passing systems. Spe i ally, we add
a pair of epistemi operators as in [19℄, written @, whose
role is to evaluate an expression or a formula in the last
known state of a remote pro ess. We all su h an expression or a formula remote. A remote expression or formula
may ontain nested epistemi operators and refer to variables that are lo al to a remote pro ess. By using remote
expressions, in addition to remote formulae, a larger lass
of desirable properties of distributed systems may be spe ied without sa ri ing the ef ien y of monitoring.
For example, onsider the simple lo al property at a proess pi that if α is true in the urrent lo al state of pi then β
must be true at the latest state of pro ess pj of whi h pi is
aware of. This property will be written formally in PT-DTL
as α → @j β . However, referring to remote formulae only is
not suf ient to express a broad range of useful global properties su h as at pro ess pi , the value of x in the urrent
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state is greater than the value of y at pro ess pj in the latest ausally pre eding state. The reason we introdu e the
novel epistemi operators on expressions is that it is ruial to be able to also refer to values of expressions in remote lo al states. For example, the property above an be
formally spe ied as the PT-DTL formula x > @j y at proess pi where @j y is the value of y at pro ess pj that pi is
aware of.
The intuition underlying PT-DTL is that ea h pro ess is
asso iated with lo al temporal formulae whi h may refer to
the global state of the distributed system. These formulae
are required to be valid at the respe tive pro esses during
a distributed omputation. A distributed omputation satises the spe i ation when all the lo al formulae are shown
to satisfy the omputation.
4.1.

Syntax

From now on, we will use PT-DTL formula only in the
ontext of a parti ular pro ess, say pi . We all su h formulae i-formulae and denote them as Fi , Fi′ , . . .. Moreover, we
introdu e i-expressions, expressions that are lo al to a proess pi , and denoted them by ξi , ξi′ , . . .. Informally, an iexpression is an expression over the global state of the system that pro ess pi is urrently aware of. Lo al predi ates
on i-expressions form the atomi propositions on whi h the
temporal i-formulae are built.
We add the epistemi operators @j that take j expressions or j -formulae and onvert them into expressions or formulae lo al to pro ess pi . Informally, @j yields
an expression or a formula on pro ess pj over the proje tion of the global state that the urrent pro ess is aware of.
The following gives the formal syntax of PT-DTL with respe t to a pro ess pi , where i and j are any pro ess indi es
(not ne essarily distin t):
Fi ::= true | false | P (ξ~i ) | ¬Fi | Fi op Fi
| ⊙Fi | 
· Fi | Fi | Fi S Fi
| @j Fj
ξi ::= c | vi | f (ξ~i )
| @j ξj
ξ~i ::= (ξi , . . . , ξi )

propositional
temporal
epistemi
fun tional
epistemi

The inx operator op may be a binary propositional operator su h as ∧, ∨, → or ≡. The term ξ~i stands for a tuple of
expressions on pro ess pi . The term P (ξ~i ) is a ( omputable)
predi ate over the tuple ξ~i and f (ξ~i ) is a ( omputable) fun tion over the tuple. For example, P may be <, ≤, >, ≥, =
and f may be +, −, /, ∗. Variables vi belongs to the set Vi
whi h ontains all the lo al state variables of pro ess pi .
Constants su h as 0, 1, 3.4 are represented by c, c′ , c1 , . . ..
The expression @j ξj is an i-expression representing the
remote expression ξj . Similarly, @j Fj is an i-formula referring to the lo al knowledge about the remote validity of
j -formula Fj . In other words, @j onverts a j -expression
or a j -formula to an i-expression or an i-formula, respe tively.
4.2.

Semanti s

The semanti s of PT-DTL is a natural extension
of PT-LTL with the expe ted behavior for the epistemi operators. The atomi propositions of PT-LTL are
repla ed by predi ates over tuples of expressions. Table 2 formally gives the semanti s of ea h operator
of PT-DTL. (C, si )[[@j ξj ]] is the value of the expression ξj in the state sj = causal (si ) whi h is the latest
state of pro ess pj of whi h pro ess pi is aware of. We assume that expressions are properly typed. Typi ally, these
types ould be: integer, real, strings. We assume that si , s′i , s′′i , . . . ∈ LSi and sj , s′j , s′′j , . . . ∈ LSj .
Noti e that, as in PT-LTL, the meaning of the previously operator on the initial state of ea h pro ess ree ts the intuition that the exe ution tra e is unbounded in
the past and stationary. We onsider this as the most reasonable assumption that one an make about the past.
4.3.

Examples

To illustrate our logi , we onsider a few relatively standard examples in the distributed systems literature (see, e.g.,
[21℄). The rst example is leader ele tion for a network of
pro esses. The key requirement for leader ele tion is that
there is at-most one leader. Assume the number of pro esses
is n, and state is a variable in ea h pro ess that an have
values leader, loser, candidate, sleep. We an formulate the key leader ele tion property at every pro ess as: if a
leader is ele ted then if the urrent pro ess is a leader then,
to its knowledge, none of the other pro esses is a leader
written as the PT-DTL i-lo al formula:
leaderElected → (state
= leader →
V
j6=i (@j (state 6= leader))

Given an implementation of the leader ele tion problem,
one an monitor this formula at ea h pro ess. If the prop-

erty is violated, then learly the leader ele tion implementation is in orre t.
The se ond example is majority vote. The desired property, if the resolution is a epted then more than half of the
pro esses say yes, an be stated as:
accepted → (@1 (vote) + @2 (vote)+
. . . + @n (vote)) > n/2

where, a pro ess stores 1 in a lo al variable vote if it is in
favor of the resolution, and 0 otherwise.
A third example is a safety property that a server must
satisfy in ase it reboots itself: the server a epts the ommand to reboot only after knowing that ea h lient is ina tive and aware of the warning about pending reboot.
The property is expressed as the server-lo al formula below whi h ontains nested epistemi operators:
rebootAccepted
→
V
(@
(inactive
∧ @server rebootWarning))
client
client
5.

Monitoring Algorithm for

PT-DTL

We des ribe an automated te hnique to synthesize efient distributed monitors for safety properties in distributed
systems expressed in PT-DTL. We assume that one or more
pro esses are asso iated with PT-DTL formulae that must
be satised by the distributed omputation. The synthesized
monitor is distributed, in the sense that it onsists of separate, lo al monitors running on ea h pro ess. A lo al monitor may atta h additional information to an outgoing message from the orresponding pro ess. This information an
subsequently be extra ted by the monitor on the re eiving
side without hanging the underlying semanti s of the distributed program. The key guiding prin iples in the design
of this te hnique are:
• A lo al monitor should be fast, so that monitoring an

be done online;
• A lo al monitors should have little memory overhead,
in parti ular, it should not need to store the entire history of events on a pro ess; and
• The number of messages that need to be sent between
pro esses for the purpose of monitoring should be minimal.
In this se tion, when we refer to a remote expression or
formulae we mean an expression whi h o urs in any of the
monitored PT-DTL formulae.
5.1.

Knowledge Ve tors

Consider the problem of evaluating a remote j expression @j ξj at pro ess pi . A naive solution is that proess pj simply piggyba ks the value of ξj evaluated at pj ,

C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si
C, si

|=
6|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=
|=

true
false
P (ξi , . . . , ξi′ )
¬Fi
Fi op Fi′
⊙Fi
· Fi
Fi
Fi S Fi′
@j Fj

(C, si )[[vi ]]
(C, si )[[ci ]]
(C, si )[[f (ξi , . . . , ξi′ )]]
(C, si )[[@j ξj ]]

for all si
for all si
iff P ((C, si )[[ξi ]], . . . , (C, si )[[ξi′ ]]) = true
iff C, si 6|= Fi
iff C, si |= Fi op C, si |= Fi′
iff if ∃s′i . s′i l si then C, s′i |= Fi else C, si |= Fi
iff ∃s′i . s′i 4 si and C, s′i |= Fi
iff C, si |= Fi for all s′i 4 si
if ∃s′i . s′i 4 si and C, s′i |= Fi′ and ∀s′′i . s′i ≺ s′′i 4 si implies C, s′′i |= Fi
iff C, sj |= Fj where sj = causal (si )
= si (vi ), that is, the value of vi in si
= ci
= f ((C, si )[[ξi ]], . . . , (C, si )[[ξi′ ]])
= (C, sj )[[ξj ]] where sj = causal j (si )
Table 2. Semanti

with every message that it sends out. The re ipient proess pi an extra t this value and use it as the value of @j ξj .
However, this approa h is problemati : re all that messages from pj ould rea h pi in an arbitrary order: beause the arrival order of two messages, even from the same
sender, is indeterminate, more re ent values may be overwritten by older ones. To keep tra k of the ausal history, or in other words the most re ent knowledge, we add
an event number orresponding to the lo al history sequen e at pj at the time expressions were sent out in
messages. Stale information in a reordered message sequen e is then simply dis arded.
Causal ordering an be effe tively a omplished by using an array alled K NOWLEDGE V ECTOR with an entry for
any pro ess pj for whi h there is an o urren e of @j in
any PT-DTL formula at any pro ess. Note that knowledge
ve tors are motivated and inspired by ve tor lo ks [8, 15℄.
The size of K NOWLEDGE V ECTOR is not dependent on the
number of pro esses but on the number of remote expressions and formulae. Let KV[j] denote the entry for pro ess
pj on a ve tor KV. KV[j] ontains the following elds:
• The sequen e number of the last event seen at pj , denoted by KV[j].seq ;
• A set of values KV[j].values storing the values j expressions and j -formulae.

Ea h pro ess pi keeps a lo al K NOWLEDGE V ECTOR denoted by KVi . The monitor of pro ess pi atta hes a opy
of KVi with every outgoing message m. We denote the
opy by KVm . The algorithm for the update of K NOWL EDGE V ECTOR KVi at pro ess pi is as follows:
1. [internal℄: update KVi [i]. Evaluate eval(ξi , si )
and eval(Fi , si ) (see Subse tion 5.2) for ea h @i ξi
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and @i Fi , respe tively, and store them in the set
KVi [i].values ;
2. [send m℄: KVi [i].seq ← KVi [i].seq + 1. Send KVi
with m as KVm ;
3. [re eive m℄: for all j , if KVm [j].seq > KVi [j].seq
then KVi [j] ← KVm [j], that is,
KVi [j].seq ← KVm [j].seq , and
KVi [j].values ← KVm [j].values .
We all this the K NOWLEDGE V ECTOR algorithm. Informally, KVi [j].values ontains the latest values that pi has
for j -expressions or j -formulae. Therefore, for the value of
a remote expression or formula of the form @j ξj or @j Fj ,
pro ess pi an just use the entry orresponding to ξj or Fj in
the set KVi [j].values . Note that the sequen e number needs
to be in remented only when sending messages. The orre tness of the algorithm is relatively straightforward and
we skip its formal proof.
Proposition 1 For any pro ess pi and any j , the entry for
ξj or Fj in KVi [j].values ontains the value of @j ξj or
@j Fj , respe tively.

The above algorithm tries to minimize the lo al work
when sending a message. However, observe that the values al ulated at step 1 are needed only when an outgoing
message is generated at step 2, so one ould have just evaluated all the expressions ξi and Fi at step 2, right before the
message is sent out. This would redu e the runtime overhead at step 1 but it would in rease it at step 2. For different
appli ations, different alternates may be more ef ient.
The initial values for all the variables in a distributed program an may be found either by a stati analysis of the program or by a distributed broad ast at the beginning of the

omputation. Thus, it is assumed that ea h pro ess pi has
the omplete knowledge of the initial values of remote expressions for all pro esses. These values are used to initialize the entries KVi [j].values in the K NOWLEDGE V ECTOR
of pi for all j .
5.2.

Monitoring a Lo al

PT-DTL Formula

The monitoring algorithm for a PT-DTL formula is similar in spirit to that for an ordinary PT-LTL formula des ribed in [20℄. The key differen e is that we allow remote
expressions and remote formulae whose values and validity, respe tively, need to be transferred from the remote proess to the urrent pro ess. On e the K NOWLEDGE V EC TOR is properly updated, the lo al monitor an ompute
the boolean value of the formula to be monitored, by re ursively evaluating the boolean value of ea h of its subformulae in the urrent state. To do so, it may also use the boolean
values of subformulae evaluated in the previous state and
the values of remote expressions and remote formulae.
A fun tion eval is dened next. eval takes advantage of
the re ursive nature of the temporal operators (see Table 3)
to al ulate the boolean value of a formula in the urrent
state in terms of (a) its boolean value in the previous state
and (b) the boolean value of its subformulae in the urrent state. The fun tion op(Fi ) returns the operator of the
formula Fi , binary(op(Fi)) returns true if op(Fi ) is binary,
unary(op(Fi)) returns true if op(Fi ) is unary, left(Fi ) returns
the left subformula of Fi , right(Fi ) returns the right subformula of Fi when op(Fi ) is binary, and subformula(Fi) returns the subformula of Fi otherwise. The variable index
represents the index of a subformula.

where, the global array pre ontains the boolean values of
all subformulae in the previous state that will be required in
the urrent state, while the global array now, after the evaluation of eval, will ontain the boolean values of all subformulae in the urrent state that may be required in the next
state. Note that the now array's value is set in the fun tion
eval. The fun tion eval on expressions is dened next:
value eval(Expression ξi , State si ){
case(ξi ) of {
vi : return si (vi ); ci : return ci ;
f (ξi1 , . . . , ξik ): return f (eval(ξi1 , si ), . . . , eval(ξik , si ));
@j ξj′ : return value of ξj′ from KVi [j].values ;
}
}

Note that the fun tion eval annot be used to evaluate the
boolean value of a formula at the rst event, as the re ursion handles the ase n = 1 in a different way. We dene
the fun tion init to handle this spe ial ase as implied by the
semanti s of PT-DTL in Tables 2 and 3 on one event tra es:
boolean init(F ormula Fi , State si ){
if binary(op(Fi )) then{
lval ← init(lef t(Fi , si ));
rval ← init(right(Fi , si )); }
else if unary(op(Fi )) then
val ← init(subf ormula(Fi , si ));
index ← 0;
case(op(Fi )) of {
true : return true; f alse : return f alse;
P (ξ~i ) : return P (eval(ξi , si ), . . . , eval(ξi′ , si )));
op : return rval op lval; ¬ : return not val;
S : now[index] ← rval; return now[index++];
, · , ⊙ : now[index] ← val; return now[index++];
}

array now; array pre; int index;
boolean eval(F ormula Fi , State si ){
if binary(op(Fi )) then{
lval ← eval(lef t(Fi ), si );
rval ← eval(right(Fi ), si ); }
else if unary(op(Fi )) then
val ← eval(subf ormula(Fi ), si );
index ← 0;
case(op(Fi )) of {
true : return true; f alse : return f alse;
P (ξ~i ) : return P (eval(ξi , si ), . . . , eval(ξi′ , si )));
op : return rval op lval; ¬ : return not val;
S : now[index] ← (pre[index] and lval) or rval;
return now[index++];
: now[index] ← pre[index] and val;
return now[index++];
· : now[index] ← pre[index] or val;
return now[index++];
⊙ : now[index] ← val; return pre[index++];
@j Fj : return value of Fj from KVi [j].values ;
}
}





}

As mentioned earlier, in order to properly update the set

KVi [i].values , we an either use the fun tion eval after ev-

ery internal event, or use it immediately before sending any
message. If a monitored PT-DTL formula Fi is spe ied for
a pro ess pi , we all pi as the owner of that formula. At the
owner pro ess, we evaluate Fi using the eval fun tion after
every internal and re eive event and assign now to pre. This
is done after the K NOWLEDGE V ECTOR is updated, orrespondingly after the event. If the evaluation of Fi is false
then we report a warning that the formula Fi has been violated. The time and spa e omplexity of this algorithm at
every event is Θ(m), where m is the size of the original loal formula.
5.3.

Example

Consider three pro esses, p1 , p2 and p3 . p1 has a lo al
variable x whose initial value is 5, p2 has a lo al variable

C, si |= 
· Fi
C, si |= Fi
C, si |= Fi SFi′

= C, si |= Fi or (∃s′i . s′i l si and C, s′i |= 
· Fi )
= C, si |= Fi and (∃s′i . s′i l si implies C, s′i |= Fi )
= C, si |= Fi′ or
(C, si |= Fi and ∃s′i . s′i l si and C, s′i |= Fi SFi′ )

Table 3. Re

ursive Semanti

y with initial value 7 and p2 monitors the formula (y ≥
@1 x). An example omputation is shown in Figure 3.
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2
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6
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0

0

5
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2
6

e23
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x=6

e14
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1

1

2

9

6

6
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PT-DTL

on re eiving the message from p3 , pro ess p2 is able to update its KV to the one sent at event e14 . The monitor at p2
again evaluates the property and nds that it still holds. The
message sent by p1 nally arrives at e22 but the KV piggyba ked on is ignored as it has a smaller KV[1].seq than
KV2 [1].seq . The monitor orre tly ontinues to de lare the
property valid. However, another internal event at p2 auses
the value of y to drop to 3, at whi h point the monitor dete ts a property violation.
6.

The

I NA Tool

D A

We have implemented the above te hnique as a tool,
alled D I A NA (D Istributed A NAlysis) (see Figure 1). D I A NA is publi ly available and an be downloaded from:
http://fsl. s.uiu .edu/diana/. Both D I A NA and
the framework under whi h it operates are written in Java.

KV[1].seq
KV[1].values
Figure 3. Monitoring of

6.1.

(y ≥ @1 x) at p2

There is only one formula to monitor with a single o urren e of an @ operator, namely @1 x. Hen e, the K NOWL EDGE V ECTOR has a single entry whi h orresponds to p1 .
Moreover, sin e the only remote expression to be tra ked
is x, KV[1].values simply stores the value of x. In the gure, next to ea h event, we show KV[1] at that instant for
that pro ess. KV[1] is graphi ally displayed by a sta k of
two numbers, the top number showing KV[1].seq and the
bottom number showing the value for x.
The omputation starts off with the initial values of
x = 5 and y = 7. All pro esses know the initial value
of x, hen e the KV[1].values for ea h pro ess has value 5.
It is easy to see that the monitored formula (y ≥ @1 x)
holds initially at p2 . Subsequently, at p1 there is an internal
event e11 whi h sets x = 9 and updates KV1 [1].values orrespondingly. Pro ess p1 then sends a message to p2 with a
opy of its urrent KV. Another internal event e13 auses x
to be set to 6. Pro ess p1 again sends a message, this time
to p3 , with the updated KV. Pro ess p3 updates its KV and
sends this on the message it sends to p2 .
At pro ess p2 , the message sent by p3 happens to arrive
earlier than the message from p1 . Therefore, at event e21 ,

A tors

A number of formalisms an be used to reason about distributed systems, the most natural one being A tors [2, 3℄.
A tors are a model of distributed rea tive obje ts and have
a built-in notion of en apsulation and intera tion, making
them well suited to represent evolution and oordination
between intera ting omponents in distributed appli ations.
Con eptually, an a tor en apsulates a state, a thread of ontrol, and a set of pro edures whi h manipulate the state.
A tors oordinate by asyn hronously sending messages to
ea h another. In the a tor framework, a distributed system
onsists of different a tors ommuni ating through messages. Thus, there is an a tor for ea h pro ess in the system.
In the implementation, ea h type of a tor (or pro ess) is
denoted by a Java lass that extends a base lass A tor.
This base lass implements a message queue and provides
the method send for asyn hronous message sending. Ea h
a tor obje t exe utes in a separate thread. The state of an a tor is represented by the elds of the Java lass. Ea h Java
lass also ontains a set of publi methods that an be invoked in response to messages re eived from other a tors.
A system level a tor alled A torManager takes a message
and transfers it to the message queue of the target a tor. The
target a tor takes an available message from the message
queue and invokes the method mentioned in the message.

While pro essing a message, an a tor may send messages to
other a tors. Message sending, being asyn hronous, never
blo ks an a tor. However, an a tor blo ks if there is no message in its message queue. The system is initialized by the
A torManager obje t that reates all the a tors in the system and starts the exe ution of the system.
6.2.

Distributed Monitors in

I NA

D A

The user of D I A NA spe ies the lo al PT-DTL formulae
to be monitored on ea h a tor in a spe ial le. Ea h a tor
has a unique name, whi h is the name of the orresponding
pro ess. The name is passed as a string at the time reation
of an a tor.
As Figure 1 shows, the ore of D I A NA onsists of
two modules: an instrumentation module and a monitoring module. The instrumentation module takes the spe iation le and the distributed program written in the above
framework and reates a Java lass MonitorImpl that
implements a lo al monitor for ea h a tor (or pro ess). It
also automati ally instruments the distributed program at
the byte ode level (after ompilation), so that the distributed
program invokes its lo al monitor whenever it modies a
eld variable (internal event), sends a message, or invokes
a method (re eive event).
One may alternately hoose to evaluate the epistemi
expressions and formulae immediately before sending an
event (Subse tion 5.1). In this ase the lo al monitor is not
invoked when eld variables are modied. While runtime
overhead was not the major on ern for us in implementing
our prototype, delaying su h evaluation generally redu es
the runtime overhead.
6.3.

Test Cases

We implemented the following voting algorithm: a

Chair pro ess asks for vote on a resolution from N voters named Voter1 , Voter2 , ..., VoterN , where

N is initialized to an arbitrary but xed positive number. We assume that the pro esses are onne ted in a
tree kind of network with the Chair at the root of the
tree and the voters at different nodes. Ea h voter randomly de ides if it wants to vote for or against the
resolution, and orrespondingly stores 1 or 0 in a loal state variable alled vote. The voter then sends its
de ision to its immediate parent in the tree. The parent olle ts the votes and sends the sum of its vote and its
progenies' votes to its immediate parent. The Chair proess olle ts all the votes and reje ts the resolution only if
half or more voters have reje ted. We monitor the following safety property at Chair:
P
reject → (( i∈[1..N ] @Voteri (vote)) < N/2)

The property was found to be violated in several runs: at
some voter nodes, the voter sent the sum of its progenies'
votes without adding its own vote. This resulted in the reje tion of the resolution when it should have been a epted.
We have also tested a ve tor lo k [8, 15℄ algorithm implemented in the framework presented in this se tion. The
algorithm was implemented as part of global snapshot and
garbage olle tion algorithm. In this algorithm, ea h proess is assumed to have a lo al ve tor lo k V that it updates a ording to the standard ve tor lo k algorithm [8℄
whenever there is an internal event, a send event or a reeive event. The safety property that the algorithm must satisfy is that, at every pro ess pi : all entries of the lo al ve tor lo k must be greater than or equal to the lo al ve tor
lo k in a ausally latest pre eding state of any other proess, expressed as the following i-formula:
(

^

V ≥ @j V )

j∈[1..n]

where V ≥ V ′ when every entry in V is greater than or
equal to the orresponding entry in V ′ . Another safety property states that at every pro ess pi the i-th entry in its lo al
ve tor lo k must be stri tly greater than the i-th entry of
the lo al ve tor lo k of any other pro ess. This an be expressed as the following i-formula:
(

^

V [i] > @j V [i])

j∈[1..n]

The se ond property was found to be violated in some omputations due to a bug aused by failure to in rement the
i-th entry of the lo al ve tor lo k of pro ess pi when reeiving events.
These simple examples illustrate the pra ti al utility and
power of PT-DTL and the monitoring tool D I A NA based on
it.
7.

Con lusion and Future Work

This work represents the rst step in effe tive distributed
monitoring. The work presented here suggests a number of
problems that require further resear h. The logi itself ould
be made more expressive so that it expresses not only safety,
but also liveness properties. One dif ulty is that software
developers are relu tant to use formal notations. A partial
solution may be to merge the present work with a more
expressive and programmer friendly monitoring temporal
logi su h as E AGLE [6℄. A omplementary approa h is
to develop visual notations and synthesizing temporal logi
formulas from su h notations. There may also be the possibility of learning formulas based on representative s enarios.
An interesting avenue of future investigation that
our work suggests is what we all Knowledge-based

Aspe t-Oriented Programming. Knowledge-based Aspe t-

Oriented Programming is a meta-programming dis ipline
that is suitable for distributed appli ations. In this programming paradigm, appropriate a tions are asso iated
with ea h safety formula; these a tions are taken whenever the formula is violated to guide the program and avoid
atastrophi failures.
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